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Terms of Reference  

 Video Journalism Services in Romania 

 

 

UNHCR Representation in Romania requires the services of experienced video journalists 
throughout the year including in the lead up to World Refugee Day (20 June). Fluency in English 
is essential, as is broadcast or TV news experience.  
 

Type of services: 

 

 Production of complete video stories in news and short documentary genre, for both 
broadcast and the internet, according to professional international journalistic standards, 
including research and set up (UNHCR will often help with pre-production aspects); 

 Shooting sequences and interviews, drafting a script (in English) and editing a completed 
story;  
 

 In addition, some post production skills such as adding text, sound or visual elements, 
knowledge of formats, compression standards and programmes is a must;  

 

 Video journalists will have their own professional cameras, computers and editing software. 
At times it may be preferable to work in the UNHCR office where close discussion may be 
required on particular stories. 
 

Deliverables: 

 

 Where required, research stories, in advance of the shoot to complement information and 
pre-production assistance provided by UNHCR; 

 

 Shoot video stories (including several sequences) in different locations in Romania; 
 

 Conduct and shoot interviews with broadcast quality audio and video;  
 

 Edit the story, draft the script (in English and Romanian), complete other post production 
tasks like sound, adding other visual or text elements standard to news formats, subtitling (if 
required and where provided by UNHCR), conversion to file formats and size, as per 
required by UNHCR for each assignment;  

 

 Video stories should follow formats and requirements of the news and documentary genre 
and international video journalistic standards. For particular campaigns, videos may have a 
specific kind of format different to a standard news story. Typically, finished video stories 
will be between 30 seconds and 3 minute long;  
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 Liaise closely with the Public Information team of the UNHCR in the country on story 
preparation, shooting and editing. In some circumstances, UNHCR will want close discussion 
on edit of stories and video journalists who can work from a laptop in the UNHCR office will 
be appreciated;  

 

 In some cases, video journalists or editors may be engaged to repackage existing material, 
edit footage shot by others, including UNHCR staff.  

 

Quotations should stipulate rates for work using own equipment. Where equipment needs to be 

rented, quotations should note current rental rates. 

 

A sample of UNHCR stories for style and format can be viewed at http://www.unhcr.org. 

Typically, video stories will be between 30 seconds and 3 minutes long. 

 

Exact requirements and background to each assignment or story are provided by UNHCR in 

advance. As noted above, in most cases UNHCR will carry out research and pre-production work 

in advance, and video journalists will be assigned a specific story. 

 

Some of the assignments may require availability at a short notice and deadline as well as the 

ability to travel within the country. 

 

Depending on the location of the service provider, communications between UNHCR and the 

service provider shall normally happen via email or telephone, with face-to-face meetings 

occasionally as feasible and required. 

 

Files, including draft and final text and media files shall be exchanged electronically via e-mail, 

file transfer sites, external drive or CD/DVD as the file size and format best require and as 

mutually agreed. Files shall be submitted in various formats as mutually agreed suitable for 

broadcasting, uploading on and playing directly from UNHCR’s websites, social media and video-

sharing websites, such as YouTube, Vimeo etc. 

 

The exact technical parameters will be mutually agreed for each assignment. 

 

If required, final files have to be filed on Refugees Media following UNHCR Videographer 

Guidelines. 

 

The service provider shall have the required equipment for video shooting, audio recording and 

post-production as well as the required software, or have them at disposal via rental in order to 

complete the different task under the assignment. In specific cases and assignments, the 

services may be carried out by using UNHCR’s video equipment and editing software. 

 

http://www.unhcr.org/
http://media.unhcr.org/C.aspx?VP3=CMS3&VF=Home
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t9QkkevfGTrozwZyH8WWyvuhXZnCHh-lFvsbDsZ3bZ0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t9QkkevfGTrozwZyH8WWyvuhXZnCHh-lFvsbDsZ3bZ0/edit
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Bidders should be based in Romania: travel costs from outside the country cannot be covered. 

 

Copyright: Copyright of copyright of the final product and raw footage shall be the property of 

UNHCR. UNHCR shall provide the service partner with logos, texts, photos and any other 

material in an adequate format, as required by the assignment. The service provider shall not 

use UNHCR’s logo or any other material supplied by UNHCR, for any purposes outside the scope 

of the assignment and contract. 

 

UNHCR Guidelines: The service provider shall accept UNHCR’s rules on visual and video design, 

logotype usage (specifying colours, fonts, sizes, etc.) as well as editorial policies relating to 

protecting the rights and identity of the people recorded for protection reasons. UNHCR 

Videographer and Graphics Guidelines can be found here: https://goo.gl/b228NM.  

 

The service provider shall observe the UNHCR’s Social Media Policy for UNHCR Consultant 

Photojournalists (see Annex D).  

https://goo.gl/b228NM

